iMobie Introduces AnyTrans 4, Giving
the Most Complete iOS 8 Content
Management Solution
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., Sept. 16, 2014 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — iMobie Inc.
(www.imobie.com), an innovative software company, today announced AnyTrans 4
to give users the best support on iOS 8. It introduces a set of breakthrough
features that are tailored for managing music, photos, messages, notes, and
all the iOS 8 content. Meanwhile, the Apple devices’ content syncing
performance has been boosted up – about 3 times faster than regular iTunes
syncs.
“Inspired by iOS 8, AnyTrans gives users the most powerful, easy-to-use and
complete content management solution for their Apple devices,” said Frank
Kong, the founder and CEO at iMobie Inc. “Similar with PhoneClean and
PhoneRescue, AnyTrans is just another must-have iMobie essentials for every
iOS 8 user.”
Check All Features Designed for iOS 8:
Manage iOS 8 media content completely – AnyTrans can transfer and backup
every piece of iOS 8 media content, from a whole library of music to any
photo, no matter if it’s in Camera Roll, Photo Stream or even the newly
introduced Photo Share.
Export iPhone personal info for better use – As soon as iOS 8 brings up the
audio / video iMessage, AnyTrans simultaneously supports this feature, which
is the first in the market. It can also export other iOS personal info like
SMS, iMessages, notes, calendar events, reminders, Safari history, bookmarks,
etc.
Uniquely integrates with iCloud – also supports the latest iCloud for iOS 8,
AnyTrans sets another precedent that allows users, especially users with
Windows OS PCs, to enjoy the benefits brought by iCloud, a feature
exclusively available on Macs.
For more details: http://www.imobie.com/anytrans/.
Price and Availability:
AnyTrans is currently available for $39.99:
AnyTrans for Windows: http://www.imobie.com/anytrans/buy.htm.
AnyTrans for Mac: http://www.imobie.com/anytrans/buy-mac.htm.
About iMobie Inc.:
iMobie Inc. was established at the end of 2011, and located in Tianfu
Software Park (China), a place gathering a great many talented software
engineers. The brand name iMobie is from I’M Optimistic, Brave, Independent &

Efficient, which represents the main characters of their teammates.
Notes to Editors:
To get more resources about the detailed info of AnyTrans, the full
comparison chart between AnyTrans and competitors, how AnyTrans was optimized
for iOS 8, and a full set of press materials, please refer to this carefully
prepared page: http://www.imobie.com/anytrans/resource.htm. Or for person-toperson communicating, please feel free to contact: pr(at)imobie(dot)com.
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